
IAMA – I wanna know what’s behind 

Little giant Jimmy looking for a good forever home 

 

Dear readers! 

Can you remember the Greek lady Giota, about whom I reported some weeks 

ago? She now has a Greek shepherd dog puppy running across her path...Jimmy 

Hi! My name is Jimmy, I look like a small panda bear, because I am white and 

black. I was abandoned a few weeks ago. Giota saw me and started a Facebook 

call for someone in the area to take me in. But unfortunately it didn't work, 

nobody wants me. So Giota took me in without further ado. I am totally fine, 

they say I am a sweetheart. Giota always thinks I am very social, even a little 

playful clumsy. My only problem: I will probably grow up, very big! I am 

apparently a purebred Greek shepherd dog. What that looks like? The „final 

product“ looks like the picture here. One day I will be like him!  
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Source: Global dog breed http://globaldogbreeds.com/greek-shepherd-

dog.html  

 

According to Wikipedia (I don't even know what that is??) my most important 

character traits are independence, courage, loyalty, as well as a strong 

protective behavior. Towards conspecifics I show a distinctive dominant 

behaviour - what does that mean again?  

However, I have heard that this means that from my early age I need someone 

who can educate me with patience and perseverance and who does not consider 

me as a cuddly toy - although I am stunningly sweet! I love children and cats, 

I love to play. Giota attaches great importance to my socialization, as my mum 

would have done. She also values my sterilisation, I think that is something less 
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pleasant, but very important, especially here in Greece, where puppies and 

kittens are everywhere. Many of us are unfortunately poisoned.  

I hope very much that somebody will find me nice and cute and that soon a 

good person will adopt me forever. Bye! 

Dear readers, if you yourself are not able to do so, please tell your 

acquaintances, friends and family about this little bear who would like to be 

adopted. Jimmy would like to find a good home somewhere in Belgium, the 

Netherlands or Germany, because the association "Felis et Canis", which is 

mediating these Greek dogs, already has experience with these countries. But 

the most important thing remains a good family, who might also want to take 

Jimmy on walks and let him romp around. It is also important to always be 

aware that a dog demands regular care and responsibility, but gives us a lot in 

return.  

Here are a few pictures of "little" Jimmy https://www.acr-felisetcanis.be/ter-

adoptie/ (if you click on the picture with the flowers you will discover some 

more pictures of our little panda), thank you - IAMA  
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